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A
t the end of the film The Name of the
R o s e, the elderly narrator confesses
that “of all the faces that appear to me
out of the past,” the one he sees most
clearly is that of a girl he met briefly in
his youth, and “of whom I have never

ceased to dream these many long years.”
If I ever reach old age, I am prompted to wonder,

what faces will I see most clearly? Some will be peo-
ple that I knew. Some, I suppose, will be historical
figures I never met but who seemed to be significant.
But in the front row, and near the middle, will be
Gandalf, d’Artagnan and Long John Silver. Tr e a s u r e
I s l a n d can no longer inspire in me the terror that a
child’s immediate, raw experience of a tale can bring,
but I have never been quite the same again since Jim
Hawkins awoke, night after night, from terrible night-
mares of the man with one leg. 

Books have always been a vital part of my life, and
discourse with others who love to read, and they al-
ways will be. Yet as Bill Watson noted recently in
these pages, there comes a time when what has al-
ways been true becomes obvious: There is a limit to
the number of books one can read in the time left to
one. Bill presented this discovery, and rightly, as lib-
erating rather than depressing. Since one can only
read a certain number of books, a small number rel-
ative to the total number ever written (and relative to
the total number of worthwhile ones) one can and
should discard unworthy books. There is no obliga-
tion to finish them. The critic Philip Larkin said the
greatest moment of his life was the realization, part-
way through a bad play, that he didn’t have to stay for
the whole thing. He could get up and leave. So can I,
and so can you.

This realization dooms a dusty pile of books on my
“ To Read” shelf, as I finally understand that the rea-
son I haven’t read them is not that I haven’t yet got-
ten around to it, but rather that they will never be the
books I most want to read next. And from there I
move to the question of what books, exactly, ought to
be on that shelf.

The numbers are from a certain perspective trou-
bling. The National Post reports that “there are now
1.7 million titles in print, versus 781,000 in 1988,
and only 78,000 in 1948.” But then again, even if
you’d been, say, 20 in 1948, were going to live to be
100, and had somehow managed to prevent the pub-
lication of any more books, you’d still have to read
975 a year, or more than two-and-a-half a day every
d a y, including Christmas and New Ye a r ’s, to get
through that 78,000. Quite apart from the obvious
impossibility of doing such a thing, it would have
been a preposterous way to spend your life, because
most of those, to say nothing of the 1.7 million, in-
cluding M o n i c a ’s Story, that are now in print, would
not have been worth reading.

Yet Hamlet, Job and Bertie Wooster crowd around
me and remind me that among that nearly two mil-
lion, there are many that it would be a personal
tragedy not to have read. And as the sand runs ever-
faster through my personal hourglass it becomes
clear that I will not meet all the fictional and histori-
cal characters worthy of seeing in my senescence,
even if I do read steadily and discard the wretched
partway through (or sooner; Florence King once
sent a note to her editor saying “I need a substitute
f o r The Last Virginia Gentleman. A woman has sex
with a horse on page two and I refuse to read it.”) 

Indeed, if I am not to reach the end of my life a
woefully ignorant chump, I’d better read more and
cull better starting now.

W ith that thought in mind, I wrote to a large
number of persons “wiser and more liter-
ate than myself” (which I realized didn’t

narrow the field very much) asking for their help. 
To make the task manageable (both the helping

and the reading) I asked them to imagine someone
stranded on a desert island for three years, knowing
they would be rescued after that time but not what
would happen later (to preclude, for instance,
someone taking 100 books on dentistry), and to tell
me what 100 books they would take. 

I warned them that they would not receive credit
for their answers, but I would like to mention John
Thompson of the Mackenzie Institute for his sugges-
tion of “good primers on navigation, shipbuilding
and sailing.” However, that would be cheating, al-
though I have included one book on survival be-
cause you should have read such a thing on general
principles (by the same token, the Bible is included,
but not so you can pray for a miraculous rescue). I
should also mention that one contributor had the
strength of character to mark which books he had
actually read and those he only thought he should
have. I don’t. But in any case the point of the exer-
cise was not what I had read but what I had not. If
the list of the 100 best books I’ve ever read were a
definitive guide to cultural literacy, I would not be
looking for a reading list but for my TV remote.

And cultural literacy is the goal: Our Robinson
Crusoe should return to civilization with a proper
grounding in the books that literate people think im-
portant. Thus, I am not trying to assemble the 100
best or truest books ever written. Indeed, I’ve ulti-
mately had to leave off many of the books I would
most like to force you to read. 

What I am trying to compile here is the “What the
heck is everyone talking about?” list. It’s to help you
choose the faces you will see in your old age by let-
ting you know whose faces others, from your con-
temporaries to Charles Dickens, have seen in theirs. 

My selection criteria also result in a heavy empha-
sis on old books, because that’s what the later au-
thors had read and were reacting to. 

On the other hand, I’m not being high-brow. It in-
cludes not just Sherlock Holmes but also James
Bond (who was licensed, sadly, to kill Nero Wo l f e )
because you should know about the greatest detec-
tive and the greatest spy in all fiction. And I feel no
embarrassment in including children’s books: I very

much hope that the last face I see before I die (or
the first after) will be Aslan’s .

It is limited not only by what I have read but by
what others have written: Scientists in particular
should be ashamed that virtually none of their writ-
ings even merited consideration for inclusion. 

F i n a l l y, as this is not a finishing but a starting
point, it only includes one book per author, even
when you should read more. On a technical point, I
am willing to count anything as one book that has
appeared as one volume or that has been sold retail
in a single box. That means The Collected Works of
S h a k e s p e a r e are in (I have such a volume) but the
11th edition of the Britannica is out. I hope no one
will quibble with where I have included items, such
as novels on public policy, when there is so much
more seriously wrong with my choice of titles. 

In fact, the final cull from 200 to 100 has been a
painful experience. It would be cheating to explain
which books I left out and why (because then they
would be included) or to list the second trunk that
sank, but a few examples will help. 

I had great difficulty choosing between David
Hume and Ludwig Wittgenstein (no, please, keep
reading) but ultimately went for Hume (a) because
Wittgenstein was following in his footsteps, not the
reverse, and (b) otherwise I would have had no
representative of the trio of Locke, Berkeley and
Hume, and in a list of this sort it is imperative to
give the reader familiarity with types of books (e . g .
the social protest novel; ultimately in that category
Uncle To m ’s Cabin and The Jungle defeated T h e
Grapes of Wr a t h) .

I also had to limit myself to one church father, and
Augustine defeated Aquinas in overtime after knock-
ing off the Venerable Bede in the semi-finals. I al-
most included one bodice-ripper suggested by a
friend with a taste for such things but, monk that I
am, I allowed a book on economics to chase it out.
But I also allowed Edgar Allen Poe to chase out Lord
D u n s a n y, though I prefer the latter, because you
need to know what someone means when they say a
scene was “like something out of Poe.”

I found myself wishing I’d picked a higher number
than 100 (if, for instance, I had two extra fingers I
could count in base 12 and include 144 books). But
I stuck with my self-imposed limit, because there’s
always one more you could add and because it has
to be possible to get through the list even if you’re
marooned in a big city with a job, a family and other
distractions. 

Doubtless many readers will find the list distorted.
But if you devote the next three, or 10, years to
working through those items on the list that you have
not read, more or less in the chronological order in
which they appear within the sections, you will not
regret it. Nor will those with whom you converse.

N o w, if I could just get myself marooned …

8 very old books
The Bible , King James version (The Pentateuch,
Ecclesiastes, Psalms, New Testament) (1611)

The Veda : (1000-500 B.C.)
Homer: The Odyssey (pre-700 B.C.)
Aesop: Fables (Before 500 B.C.)
Lao Tzu: The Tao Te Ching (6th century B.C.)
Confucius: Analects (5th-6th century B.C.)
Mohammed: The Koran C. (632 A.D.)
Beowulf : (8th century A.D.)

8 books about good, evil 
and the limits of our knowledge

Plato: Republic (4th century B.C)
Aristotle: Ethics (4th century B.C)
Marcus Aurelius: M e d i t a t i o n s (2nd century A.D.)
Augustine, Saint: City of God (5th century A.D.)
Bacon, Francis: Essays (1612)
Descartes, Rene: Meditations (1641)
Hume, David: A Treatise of Human Nature
(1739-40)

Nietzsche, Friedrich: Beyond Good and Evil
(1886)

8 examples of poetry
Horace: Odes (1st century B.C.)
Dante Alighieri: Divine Comedy (Early 14th
century)

Milton, John: Paradise Lost (1674)
Pope, Alexander: Collected Poems (18th century)
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor: The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner (1798.)

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von: Faust (Early 19th
century.)

Byron George Gordon Noel: Don Juan (1819-24)
Eliot, T.S.: The Waste Land (1922)

8 children’s books
Anonymous: Tales of Robin Hood (12th century)
Mother Goose: Nursery Rhymes
Carroll, Lewis: A l i c e ’ s Adventures in W o n d e r- l a n d
and Through the Looking Glass ( 1 8 6 5 - 7 2 )

Kipling, Rudyard: The Jungle Book (1894)
Barrie, J.M.: Peter Pan (1904)
Milne, A.A.: Winnie-the-Pooh (1926)
Lewis, Clive Staples.: The Narnia Chronicles
(1950-57)

Dr. Seuss: How the Grinch Stole Christmas
(1957)

1 comic book
Kelly, Walt: Ten Ever-Lovin’ Blue-Eyed Years
with Pogo (1976)

42 works of fiction
Chaucer, Geoffrey: The Canterbury Tales
(c. 1340)

Malory, Thomas: Morte d'Arthur (1485)
Shakespeare, William: Collected Works (If only
one, Macbeth ) (16th-17th centuries)

Bunyan, John: A Pilgrim’s Progress (1678-84)
Defoe, Daniel: The Life and Strange Surprising
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (1719)

Tales from the Arabian Nights.
Swift, Jonathan: Gulliver's Travels (1726)
Grimm, Jakob and Wilhelm: Grimms’ Fairy Tales
(1812-15)

Austen, Jane: Pride and Prejudice (1813)
Shelley, Mary: Frankenstein (1818)
Scott, Walter: Ivanhoe (1820)
Dumas, Alexandre: The Three Musketeers
(1844)

Poe, Edgar Allan: Tales of Mystery and
Imagination (c. 1840s)

Brontë, Emily: Wuthering Heights (1847)
Melville, Herman: Moby Dick (1851)
Stowe, Harriet Beecher: Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(1852)

Hughes, Thomas: Tom Brown's Schooldays
(1857)

Dickens, Charles: A Tale of Two Cities (1859)
Tolstoi, Leo: War and Peace (1863-69)
Verne, Jules: Around the World in 80 Days
(1873)

Stevenson, Robert Louis: Treasure Island (1883)
Twain, Mark: The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn (1884)

Doyle, Arthur Conan: Complete Sherlock Holmes
(1887-1927)

Stoker, Bram: Dracula (1897)
Conrad, Joseph: Lord Jim (1900)
Wister, Owen: The Virginian (1902)
Sinclair, Upton: The Jungle (1906)
Joyce, James: Dubliners (1914)
Fitzgerald, F. Scott: The Great Gatsby (1925)
Hemingway, Ernest: The Sun Also Rises (1926)
Woolf, Virginia: A Room of One’s Own (1929)
Huxley, Aldous: Brave New World (1932)
Kafka, Franz: The Trial (1935)
Bulgakov, Mikhail: The Master and Margarita
(Published 1967-68 but written in the 1930s)

Rand, Ayn: The Fountainhead (1943)
Camus, Albert: The Stranger (1946)
Orwell, George: Nineteen Eighty Four (1949)
Tolkein, J.R.R.: Lord of the Rings (1954)
Golding, William: Lord of the Flies (1955)
Solzenitsyn, Aleksandr: One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich (1963)

Fleming, Ian: From Russia with Love (1956)
Wodehouse, P. G.: The World of Jeeves (1988, but
stories written from early 20th century on)

16 books on political economy
Herodotus: The Histories (5th century B.C.)
Plutarch: Lives (c. 46 A.D.)
Machiavelli, Niccolo: The Prince (1513)
Hobbes, Thomas: Leviathan (1651)
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques: On the Social Contract
(1750s)

Smith, Adam: The Wealth of Nations (1776)
Paine, Thomas: Common Sense (1776)
Gibbon, Edward: Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire (1776-88)

Burke, Edmund: Reflections on the Revolution
in France (1796-97)

Marx, Karl and Frederich Engels: The Communist
Manifesto (1848)

Mill, John Stuart: On Liberty (1859)
Carnegie, Dale: How to Win Friends and
Influence People (1936)

Hayek, Friedrich: The Road to Serfdom (1944)
Hazlitt, Henry: Economics in One Lesson (1946)
Churchill, Winston: History of the English-
Speaking Peoples (1956)

Friedan, Betty: The Feminine Mystique (1963)

2 books on natural science 
and related topics

Huff, Darrell: How to Lie with Statistics (1954)
Kuhn, Thomas: The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (1970 — 2nd edition)

3 books on adventure and survival
Marco Polo: Travels of Marco Polo (After 1295)
Remarque, Erich Maria: All Quiet on the Western
Front (1929)

Wiseman, John: The SAS Survival Handbook
(1986)

2 books of biogr a p hy and
a u t o b i ogr a p hy

Boswell, James: The Life of Samuel Johnson ,
LL.D (1791)

Keller, Helen: Autobiography (1954)

2 books on music and art
The Ultimate Fake Book (The Hal Leonard
Publishing Co.) (1985)

Cole, Bruce and Adelheid Gealt: Art of the
Western World: From Ancient Greece to Post-
Modernism (1989)
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On World Book Day, John Robson lists100 books worthy of a desert island

A collection for castaways

Lord of the Rings Meditations The Master & Margarita Winne-the-Pooh The Prince Dracula
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